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Introduction

With the extensive application of imaging techniques such 
as high-resolution computed tomography (HRCT) in 
general and the potential adoption of low-dose spiral CT 
non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) screening for high-
risk former smokers, it is likely that a greater number of 
small lung cancers (<2 cm) and more multiple pure ground-
glass opacity (GGO) lesions will be detected (1). Increasing 
evidence have suggested that video-assisted thoracic 
surgery (VATS) limited resection especially anatomic 
segmentectomies are accepted as a valid alternative to 
lobectomies as it is beneficial in terms of managing the 
higher potential risks such as the elderly, the breathless 
and the ones with multiple co-morbidities, better quality of 
postoperative life, a lower frequency of operative morbidity 
and increased likelihood of having a second or even a third 
NSCLC resected, without compromising oncological 

principles (2). This trend has rapidly changed the clinical 
practice and new interest in VATS segmentectomies and 
lymph node assessment has arisen among thoracic surgery 
communities not only for high-risk but also for good-risk 
patients with small clinical stage I NSCLC.

Until now, more and more series of uniportal VATS 
segmentectomy have been published as experience 
accumulated in VATS lobectomies. Gonzalez-Rivas 
published the earliest data in uniportal lobectomy and 
segmentectomy (3). In 2014 Feb I am appreciated to attend 
the international symposium on uniportal VATS wet-lab 
and live surgery in Spain by Prof. Diego where I have kept 
up with the potentially most important trends emerging 
in thoracic surgery and start our new journey in uniportal 
approach. In the present paper, we focus on our evolving 
uniportal experience, the surgical technique and decision-
making of uniportal VATS segmentectomy for small-sized 
lung nodules.
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Table 1 Uniportal VATS procedures: Shenzhen experience

Step Procedures already accomplished (2012 Jun 4–2016 Mar 10)

1 Previous experience in anterior minthoracotomy (>1,000) and biportal lobectomy (>200) and biportal segmentectomy (>71)

2 Uniportal minor procedures (>300)

3 Uniportal lobectomy and segmentectomy (>500)

4 Uniportal for complex cases: segmentectomy 176 (from 2013 Aug 18th ); sleeve lobectomy 2; sleeve segmentectomy 1; 
subsegmentectomy 3; segmentectomy with arterioplasty 3; lobectomy with arterioplasty 2; lobectomy with arterioplasty 
and bronchial reconstruction 1; pneumonectomy 3; central tumor 8; huge tumor >5 cm (6.1–7.0 cm) 9; severe adhesions 
45; calcified lymph node 58; bilateral lobectomy 4; bilateral segmentectomy 5; bilobectomy 4; after chemotherapy 3; after 
TKI therapy 1; mediastinal tumor >50; LVRS >30; subxiphoid approach major resections 3; semisupine position for anterior 
mediastinal tumor and lobectomy with systematic lymphadectomy 1

5 Non-intubated uniportal lobectomy/segmentectomy 18 (from 2015 Dec 31 to 2016 Mar 10)

VATS, video-assisted thoracic surgery; LVRS,  lung volume reduction surgery; TKI, tyrosine kinase inhibitor.

Table 2 Uniportal lobectomy and segmentectomy: tips, pitfalls and troubleshooting strategies

Pitfalls Technical procedural maneuvers

Interference of 
instruments

Instruments (endoscopic and double-jointed; “one long and one short, one straight and one curved”); 
30º thoracoscope (“compromised” optimal angle); 5th ICS 3.0–4.0 cm incision; stance (including staff and 
instruments); less instruments, lymph node no-touch

Sufficient exposure Closer vision, macro exposure by first assistant and micro and dynamic exposure by operator (in left hand a short 
curved suction while in right electrocautery or harmonic scalpel); carina elevation technique (Liu’s maneuver)

Adequate angle for 
stapler

Process optimization; stapler served as “right angle forceps” introducing technique

Oncologic efficacy Lymphadectomy, biportal experience, esp. left 7th lymph node no-touch en bloc dissection

Our uniportal VATS learning curve

I evolve my uniportal approach from thoracoscopy-guided 
anterior minithoracotomy, then two incisions, not ever 
using the three or four incisions approach. Tables 1 and 2  
summar i ze  our  l e a rn ing  curve  and  a  bund le  o f 
troubleshooting solutions to the major pitfalls frequently 
come across in uniportal VATS learning curve. We believe 
experienced uniportal lobectomy is a prerequisite for 
starting uniportal segmentectomy (4-6).

Uniportal VATS segmentectomy for small-size 
lung cancer: patient selection and workup

After we have accomplished more than 150 cases of uniportal 
approach for minor procedures and 30 cases of uniportal 
lobectomy, uniportal segmentectomy was attempted in 176 
patients among which 134 cases of small-size primary lung 
cancer from Aug 18th 2013 to March 10th 2016 (Table 1). 

The indication was either a benign lesion or suspected 
metastasis in which wedge resection is not possible (42 

patients), a suspicion of clinical stage I (≤2 cm in diameter) 
NSCLC (134 patients). The reason for performing a 
uniportal segmentectomy for patients with an impaired lung 
function and/or a previous history of pulmonary resection 
or multiple pure GGO lesions with concurrent resection 
or a likelihood of having a second or even a third NSCLC 
resected in the future. However, in spite of controversy 
still remaining, most of them are good-risk suspected 
NSCLC patients with a diameter about 10 mm more or less 
or less proportion of solid component in our series (7,8). 
The preliminary data will be discussed in another recently 
submitted paper. The paper will focus on vital/novel 
information pertaining to the surgical technique (Table 2).

Several tips are highly recommended based on 
our experience

Dividing the fissure and segmental hilum using 
electrocautery (Figure 1) 

It has the following potential advantages over stapler:
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• Parenchymal theoretically preserving (Figure 2);
• More cost-effective, reduce the number of stapler and 

cartridges;
• More precise, prone to identify the possible anomaly and 

subsegmental vessels (Figure 3);
• To keep the operating field always not bloody and not air 

leaking is very important to dissect the segmental hilum 

and expose clearly the deeper vessels.
• Better solution than stapler esp. for complex cases such as 

calcified lymph node, underdeveloped fissure and so on;
• Without increasing the risk of intraoperative and 

postoperative air leak and bleeding (Figure 4) (6,10). 

Subcarinal lymph node dissection esp. for left side

• For lymph node dissection, suspicion still exists for 
incomplete resection efficacy in uniportal approach esp. 
in inexperienced hands;

• Due to esophagus and aorta hindrance, the exposure for 
left subcarinal lymph node is a more challenging issue; 

• We resort to dynamic and micro exposure by suction 
tube (in the left hand of the operator) combining macro 
exposure by long curved forceps with sponge (in the first 
assistant hand) (Figure 5) which contribute to the optimal 
exposure; 

• In extremely difficult cases, for example, cardiomegaly, 
obesity, carina elevation technique by CC Liu’s maneuver (12) 
to shallow the carina is key to en bloc resection (Figures 6,7). 

When uniportal segmentectomy for small-size 
lung cancer is planned, five main sticking points 
should be specifically considered

SPN localization

• Because most of these nodules, as you know, are present 
as more tiny, smaller, softer, deeper, invisible and 
impalpable, many VATS experts develop or design many 
different novel localization method (8,14), including but 
not limited to the following:
♦ Preoperative CT-guided hook-wire or microcoil or 

methylene blue staining; 
♦ 3D CTA; 
♦ Thoracoscopy exploration or in vivo finger palpation;
♦ DynaCT-guided (Hybrid OR);
♦ Mobile CT (O-arm);
♦ Intraoperative ultrasonography;
♦ Radio-guided localization;
♦ Magnetic navigational bronchoscopy.

• Based on my yet to be identified understanding, almost 
all the above localization methods share the foundation 
“the nodule must be found before starting be resected”, 
that maybe a traditional exploratory thinking in the era 
of open surgery;

• We believe the small nodule is sure to be palpable after 

Figure 1 Using electrocautery dividing fissure (9).  
Available online: http://www.asvide.com/articles/1129

Figure 2 Resected left upper lobe (LUL) specimen indirectly 
prove left lower lobe (LLL) sparing more lung tissue.

Figure 3 More prone to identify the possible anomaly by 
electrocautery. RLL, right lower lobe; RUL, right upper lobe; 
RML, right middle lobe.

Video 1. Using electrocautery dividing fissure

Guangsuo Wang*, Zheng Wang, Xuefeng Sun, et al.
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being resected in more than 95% small nodules. We 
resort to preoperative 3D (coronal, sagittal, cross) CT 
to verify the definite segment or combined segments, 
no additional exploratory process, resect the targeted 
segment, after retrieval, by in vitro finger palpation verify 
the nodule and sent to frozen section (Figures 4,8);

• However, for wedge resection and subsegmentectomy, 

also for pure GGO, I strongly recommend localization. 
Magnetic navigational bronchoscopy guided dye marking 
is a safe and promising alternative we now apply.

Safe margin

How to make sure safe enough margins? There are different 
recommendations till today:
• Ginsberg and Rubenstein LCSG: ≥2 cm or margin-to-

tumor ratio ≥1;
• Sawabata: > maximum diameter;
• El-Sherif: ≥1 cm.

In fact, Giraud, a radiotherapy expert, tries to quantify the 
local microscopic extension of small NSCLC. He concluded 
the extension <8 mm for adenocarcinoma and <6 mm  
for squamous carcinoma. For segmentectomy in our series, 
segmental line always 3–5 centimeter beyond which is 
spacious enough (16,17).

Division of the intersegmental plane (Figure 9)

• Another difficulty faced during uniportal segmentectomy 

Figure 5 Indicating the macro exposure by assistant and micro/
dynamic exposure by the operator (11). 
Available online: http://www.asvide.com/articles/1130

Figure 4 Subsegmental hilum properly managed without increasing risk of bleeding and air leak. EGFR, epidermal growth factor receptor; 
ALK, anaplastic lymphoma kinase; POD, postoperative day; RLL, right lower lobe.

Video 2. Indicating the macro exposure by 
assistant and micro/dynamic exposure by the 

operator
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is the identification and division of the intersegmental 
plane. Several methods have been described; 

• The most common is the creation of a ventilated-
deflated line by reventilating the operated lung once the 
segmental bronchus has been stapled. This technique 
has drawbacks: (I) reventilation obscures the vision and 
this is a much more troublesome problem than during 
multiport VATS; (II) the segments to be resected can 
be partly reventilated through the collateral canals, 
leading to an unclear demarcation line. Therefore some 
authors have suggested acting reverse, i.e., reventilating 

the whole lung once the segmental bronchus has been 
divided and then collapsing it, so that only the diseased 
segments remain inflated. We choose the latter;

• For segmental line division, we apply stapler instead of 
electrocautery often used by Japanese colleagues;

• In uniportal circumstances, stapling is however not that 
easy because the limited opening of the endostaplers and 
the thickness of the parenchyma esp. for the segmental 
line;

• We use long oval forceps shaping the line and guide 
the stapler introducing the line, then withdrawing the 
forceps and stapler will easily reach the desired stapling 
line (6,10) (Figure 9).

Reasonable extent of lymph node dissection in intentional 
segmentectomy for small-sized lung cancer (Figures 5,7,10)

• From technique point of view, systematic en bloc 
dissection is safe and feasible (4-6); 

• To investigate the metastatic rate of segmental and/or 
sub-segmental lymph nodes and their roles in pathological 
staging after a major pulmonary resection, routine 
examination of level 13/14 lymph nodes is important for 
accurate pathologic staging and for the predicting clinical 
outcome of patients with NSCLC; 

• However, the reasonable extent of dissection during 

Video 3. Using CC Liu’s maneuver for left 7th 
lymph node dissection

Guangsuo Wang*, Zheng Wang, Xuefeng Sun, et al.

Department of General Thoracic Surgery, Second 
Affiliated Hospital, Medical College of Ji’nan University, 

Shenzhen People’s Hospital, Shenzhen, China

Figure 7 Using CC Liu’s maneuver for left 7th lymph node 
dissection (13). 
Available online: http://www.asvide.com/articles/1131

Figure 6 Showing the carina elevation technique. IPV, inferior pulmonary vein; LUL, left upper lobe; LLL, left lower lobe; RMB, right 
main bronchus; LMB, left main bronchus.
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intentional segmentectomy for peripheral cT1aN0M0 
NSCLC are still not highly evidenced;

• Systematic lymph node dissection might not be 

necessary for ground grass opacity tumors with tumor 
disappearance rate (TDR) ≥0.25; 

• Before bigger data available to guide, the reasonable 
extent of dissection for intentional segmentectomy 
for small (≤2 cm) peripheral NSCLC including lymph 
nodes in the segments with tumors, and the hilar and 
mediastinal nodes is recommended (20). 

When converted to lobectomy in intentional segmentectomy

In experienced pathological center, the precise diagnosis by 
intraoperative frozen section analysis is an effective method 
to guide resection strategy for peripheral small-sized lung 
cancer. The following factors may highly affected the 
prognosis of ≤2 cm peripheral NSCLC. 
• Microscopic positive surgical margin?—absolutely 

converted to lobectomy or even bigger margin;
• Positive lymph node?—definitely converted to lobectomy;
• Visceral pleural invasion (VPI)?—VPI is a size-

independent poor prognostic factor in stage I NSCLC 
patients. However, VPI may not contribute to the 
prognosis of patients with part-solid nodules. Thus, 
upgrading of the TNM stage on the basis of VPI should 
be carefully considered in these patients (21);

• The existing evidence indicate that adenocarcinoma in 
situ (AIS) and minimal infiltrating adenocarcinoma (MIA) 
exhibit good prognosis with 5-year recurrence-free 
survival rate 100% which may be nominated for limited 
surgical resection in the future (22); 

• However, no sufficiently adequate data concerning IA 
subgroup analysis and its prognosis exist;

• Infiltrating adenocarcinoma (IA) and its subtype?
♦ Lepidic predominant IA;
♦ Acinar- and papillary-predominant IA;
♦ Solid-type IA;
♦ Micropapillary predominant (MIP) IA. 

• The patients with lepidic-, papillary- and acinar-
predominant adenocarcinoma had an intermediate 
risk group between AIS + MIA and solid-predominant 
adenocarcinoma. And lepidic-predominant which defined 
to quantify the non-invasion component (94.9%) is much 
similar 5 years recurrence-free survival rate with AIS + 
MIA (100%). For patients with no risk or with ultralow 
risk of recurrence, excessive surgery may be avoided; 

• Solid-type lung cancers demonstrated aggressive 
behavior, and lymph node metastasis was common in 
clinical stage IA NSCLC with a solid component. MIP 
subtype pattern, even at small, early stages, correlates 

Video 4. Uniportal right lower lobe (RLL) S8 
resection
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Video 6. Uniportal right mediastinal lymph 
node dissection
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Video 5. Division of the intersegmental plane
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Figure 8 Uniportal right lower lobe (RLL) S8 resection (15).  
Available online: http://www.asvide.com/articles/1132

Figure 10 Uniportal right mediastinal lymph node dissection (19).  
Available online: http://www.asvide.com/articles/1134

Figure 9 Division of the intersegmental plane (18).  
Available online: http://www.asvide.com/articles/1133
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with high lymphovascular invasion, VPI and lymph node 
metastases. Lobectomy with lymph node dissection 
remains the standard surgical procedure for patients with 
solid-type and MIP type, clinical stage IA NSCLC (20); 

• The technical challenge now is whether the pathologists 
are capable of making the subgroup analysis and 
excluding invasion on the basis of frozen tissue sections 
and increase concordance rate between frozen section 
and final pathology. A comprehensive understanding of 
the biology of invasive tumor size and morphology is 
vital for therapeutic interventions in the future (23-25).
This paper herein demonstrate several representative 

segmentectomy whilst reflecting our concerned technical 
details (Figures 8,11,12).

In  conc lus ion ,  when  unipor ta l  v ideo-as s i s ted 
thoracoscopic anatomic segmentectomy for small-sized 
lung cancer is indicated, the decision-making process need 

to incorporate the potential technical tricks and considering 
standardization to maximize the benefits of surgery, though 
more robust prospective study should be performed to 
validate the efficacy of these predictors.
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